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DURATION: 3 HOURS

INSTRUEHOIIS:

This paper consists of tso sections A and B.
Section A: Attempt all questions.
Section B: Answer arry three questions.

Non- programmable scientific calculators may be used.

Useful constants:
Acceleration due to gravity:
Magnitude of charge of electron:
Heat of combustion of gasoline:
Speed of sound in air:
Permittivity of free space:
Molar gas constant:
Electron mass:
Gravitatio nal constant :

Mass of the earth:
' Radius of the earth:

latmospheric pressure
Resistivity of cgnstantan

g = 9.8lmf sz
e=1.6x10-1eC
L"= 46 x 106 Jlkg
v = 340 m/s
eo = 8.85 x 10-i2 F/m
R* = 8.314 JlmolK
m = 9.1 x 1O-31 kg
G = 6.672 x 10 -11 ittm2/kg2
M=6x102akg
R=6.4x103kg
latm=1.013 x105 Pc.:

P:47 x 1o-8 s)m
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Sectioa A: Attempt nll questions. (55 marks

1. The period of,the vibration P of a star under its own gravitational

attraction is given by P= -LZ" where o is the mean- 
^lco

density of the star and G is the gravitational constant.
Show that this relation is dimensionally correct. (4 marks|

2.The refractive index of the core and cladding of an optical fibre
are 1.5 and 1.3 respectively. Calculate the critical angle at the
interface. (3 marksf

3. A photocell is connected in series with a direct current supply and
a micro-ammeter.

(a) Sketch a labeled circuit using these components and indicate the
positive and negative terminals of supply and the meter. (2 martsf

(b) Explain why the,arrangement would not work if the supply
were connected the wrong way round. (2 marLsf

4. The thermionic diode and triode have been replaced by semiconductor
diode and transistor. State four advantages of using a semiconductor
diode and transistor.

5. (a) Define capacitance.of an insulated conductor.
(b) A parallel plate capacitor is to be made by sandwiching

a 0.1 mm thick piece of mica between two metal plates.
If mica has a relative permittivrty of 7 , w}rat area of plates is
required to achieve a capacitance of 250 nF?

6. (a) What is the principle of superposition as applied to wave
motion?

(b) Two loudspeakers emit 34O Hz sounds of equal amplitude
4 x lO-6 m .The speakers are 3m apart and face each other.
i) What is the wavelength of the sound?

(4 mirL$

{1 or{

'-ii;

:
:{

3

:::!

€

j

i

I

{3 markf

(l markf

(1.5 marksl
". ii) Ignoring the reduction of amplitude with distance from each

""speaker, state the amplitude Ar of sound half way between
the speakers. (1.5 marksf

7. (a) State the principle of conservation of angular momentum. (1 mark!
(b) A constant torque of 2.00 Nm turns a wheel about its centre.
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The moment of inertia about this axis is 100 kg*'.
i) Determine the angular acceleration of the wheel'

ii) Find the angular velocity gained in 4 seconds'

11. (a) What is meant bY velocitY ?

(b) A resultant force of t2 N acts for 5 s on a mass of 6 kg'
i) What is the change in momentum of the mass?

ii) Determine the final velocity of the mass.

(1.5 narksf
(1.5 marksf

F

8. The capacit5r of a storage battery, such as those used in autornobile

electrical gystems, is rated in ampere-hours (A'h)'

(a) what total enersr in joule can be supplied by a (12 v, 60 Ah)

battery if its internal resistance is negligible? (2 marks|

(b) what mass of gasoline has total heat of combustion equal to

energ/ obtained in part (a) above? (2 marks)

9. (a) Define the linear magnification of a lens. (1 mark)

(b) A slide of dimensions 2 cm by 2 cm produces a clear image of
dimensions 80 cm by 80 cm on a projector screen'

i) Determine the finear magnification of the lens. (1 markl
ii) Calculate the focal length of the projector lens if the screen

is 82 cm from the slide' (2 marks|

10. (a) Define resistivity of a material (1 mark)
(b) Calculate tlre resistance per metre length of constantan wire

of diameter 0.4 mm. i,:j.::. ,-,.+: ,. 12 marks|

-t

'xi
I

1
{
d
l
j

d
I

(1 mark|

(1 mark|
(1 markl

12. Anempty cylindrical canister 1.5 m long and 90 cm in diameter

is to be filled with pure oxygen at 22'C to stor:e in space station.

To hold as much gas as possible, the absolute pressure of the

oxygen will be 2l atm. The molar mass of o>grgen is 32g/mol.
(a) Calculate the volume of the cylinder. (1 markf
(b) How many moles of oxygen does this canister hold? (1 markf

(c) For someone lifting this canister, by how many kilograms does

this gas increase the mass to be lifted? (1 markf

13. A particle with initial velocity i= (5 x103 m/s) i enters a region

of uniform electric and magnetic fields. The magnetic field in the

region is E = - (1T) Z . Calculate the magnitude and direction of the
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electric field in the region if the particle is to pass through
undeflected (the resultant force is zero), for a particle of positive
charge. You can ignore the weight of the particle. (a marks|

14. A beam of light is incident on a liquid of 1.4 refractive index. The
reflected rays are completely linearly polarized.
(a) What is polarization?
(b) What is the angle of refraction of the beam?

(1 mark|
(3 marksf

15. In a truck- loading station at a post office, a small0.2 kg package
is released from rest at point A on a track thit is one nuerrter of
a circle with radius 1.6 m (figure 1) .The size of the package is
much less than 1.6 m, so the package can be treated as a particle.
It slides down the track and reaches point B \Mith a speed of 4.g m/s.
From point B, it slides on a horizontal surface a distance of 3 m to
point C, where it comes to rest.

Figurel

(a) what is the coefficient of kinetic friction on the lnortznntaJ
surface? ll.smarks)

(b) How much work is done on the package by friction as it slides
down the circular arc from A to B? ll.Smarks!
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scc*ol{ B: Answef alry three questions' (45 marks}

16. (a) i) Show that if a fr.ee tl"*t:" i,"-T: 
at right angle to a

magnetic fie1d the Path is a circle'

ii) Show also that the electron suffers no force if it moves

parallel to the magnetic field'

(b) An electron "'*" 
il*i:::11d is accelerated through

a potential difference of 
]OO l'

il ffi;;;;;;Ltt'o"'" kinetic eners/ at the end of the

ii)Atwhatspeedwillitbemovingaftertheacceleration?(1oark|
(c) The electfon now enters a region in which the magnetic

field strenJr' i" o'2T and ai90o to the electron's path'

i) What i" dt i;;te on the electron? 
. "^,,^.,,..r, , 

(' *'nl

ii)Whatistherad.iusofcurvatureofthepathfollowed?(l.soarks}
iii) How 1o,r'g *o'ld the electron have to remain in the

magnetic field for it to end up travelling at 90" to its

initial direction? 
(2 marksf

lr. (a) Describe a semiconductor diode' 
+^ 6r^,:rrr.c A 

(2 marks)

(b) Draw a labelled circuit which can be used to produce a

fullwaverectificationincludingthesourceofalternating
current,abridgeconnecteddiodesandaload'Explainits
functioning' . ,L -c t:-.*^o(8 

marks|

(c) In the junciion transistor voltage amplifier :T:"it 
t-ll'f::3

Rr=L00ke), Rz= lkf), vcc=?v, vep= 0'6v' current gain hm= 60

(5 marks!

(3 marks|

j
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Calculate:
i) the voltage across R1.

ii) Ie
iii) Ic
iv) The voltage across Rz.

v) The voltage across the collector -emitter.

13. (a) i) State the law of universal gravitation.
ii) Define the gravitational field.
iii) Use your answers i) and ii) to show that the magnitude

of the gravitational field strength at the earth's surface is %
R-

where M is the mass of the earth, R is the radius of the earth
and G is the gravitational constant. 12 mar,ksf

(b)What is meant by gravitational potential? Use the data below
to show that its value at the earth's surface is -62.55 MJ/kg? (a marks)

(c) A communication satellite occupies an orbit such that its
period of revolution about the earth is 24 h. Explain the
significance of this period and show that the radius Ro olthe
orbit is given by

where T is the period of revolution. (5 marks)

19. The radii of curvature of the surfaces of a thin converging meniscus
lens are Rr=12 cm and Rz=28 cm. The index of refraction is 1.6.

{3 marAs}(a) i Compute the focal length of the lens.
ii) Determine the position of the i-.g. of an object in the form

of an arrow Smm tall, perpendicular to the lens axis, 45 cm

(1 mark|
(1 markl
(1 markf
(1 markl
{lmarkf

(2 marksl
{2 marks}

(2 marks|
(3 marksl

(3 marksf

(2 marksl
(2 marksf

to the left of the lens.
iii) Compute the size of the image.

(b) A second converging lens with the same focal length is placed

3m to the right of the first.
i) Find the position and the size of the final image.

ii) Is the final image erect or inverted with respect to the
original object?

iii) Compute the size of the final image.

:

irl
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ZO. Awheel changes its angular velocity with a constant acceleration

while rotating about a fixed axis through its centre.

(a) Show that the change in the magnitude of the radial acceleration

during any time interval of the poin! on the wtreel is twice the

product of the angular acceleration, the angular displacement,

and the perpendicular distance of the point from the axis. (5 marksf

(b) The radial acceleration of a point on the wheel that is 0.25 m

from the axis changes from 25 mls2 to 85 rnls, as the wheel

rotates through 15 rad. Calculate the tangential acceleration

of this point. (4 marks|

(c) show that the change in the wheel's kinetic eners/ during

arly time interval is the product of the moment of inertia about

the axis, the angular acceleration and the angular displacement.
(4 marks)

(d) During the 15 rad angqlar displacement of pal.t (b) above, the

kinetic eners/ of the wheel increases from 20 J to 45 J.

What is the moment of inertia of the wheel about the rotation
axis? (2 marksf

i+IIil
I
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